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fact to assume that they were content with their lot,
or that they were proud of their association with the
British Army. They disliked both impartially. Nor
should any one be misled into a contrary impression
by loose talk of Egyptian politicians of the noble part
played by the Auxiliary Corps in the triumph of the
British Expeditionary Force. Egypt has every right
to be proud of the achievements of her Labour Corps :
but no fellah joined it from desire to save his country
from invasion, and no educated Egyptian ever served
in its ranks.
Considering the inexperience of the British personnel
of the Labour Corps it is rather surprising that
discipline was so well maintained. The local supply
of Englishmen, qualified from knowledge of Arabic
and acquaintance with Egyptian habits to become
officers of the Corps, was soon exhausted, and coin-
missions were offered to others who had nothing to
recommend them but good record of service in the
ranks of the Expeditionary Force. It is the more
gratifying, therefore, to state of the trying days of
March 1919, when Egypt temporarily lost her senses,
that the Labour Corps was unaffected by the turmoil.
The men were terribly tempted. In some localities,
notably the Canal Zone, desperate efforts were made
to induce them to join the rioters. Yet despite
appeals to their patriotism and even to their religion,
the rank and file never wavered. There was no
instance of desertion: and no instance of combined
insubordination. Egyptians, indeed, when treated
considerately and fairly, are easy people to manage.
Trouble begins when promises are broken.
While labour companies usually worked and lived
behind the firing line, the Camel Transport Corps
suffered very different conditions. Wherever the
fighting units marched, close at their heels trod the
transport camels. Hostile fire took heavy toll of the
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